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OVERVIEW:

The responsibility of the Network Group covers:

- providing central services like WWW, DNS (Domain Name Server), mail, etc.;
- maintenance and support of the Local Area Networks,;
- operation of the Wide Area Networks (LAN);
- the support of the central UNIX servers and desktop workstations;
- VAX/VMS cluster operation and support.

The two-processor HP-UNIX K-200 and 6-processor SGI Challenge XL servers were delivering
stable services to our users. Both servers were upgraded during the past year. SGI Challenge received
additional 256 MB of memory. It was neccessary in order to get all benefits of true 64-bit architecture
of the SGI IRIX 6.2. The upgrade of our HP K-200 server were problematic so we deceided to buy
a new powerfull machine and join the old and new machine via the fast network. Besides these
main servers we have more than 30 workstations from IBM, DEC, HP, SGI and SUN. We observed
a real race in PC technology in the past year. Intel processors deliver currently a performance that is
comparable with HP or SUN workstations at very low costs. These CPU power is aspecially visible
under Linux that is free Unix-like operating system. The clusters of cheap PC computers should be
seriously considered in planning the computing power for the future experiments. The CPU power
was further decentralized—smaller but powerful computers cover growing computing demands of our
work-groups creating a small "local computing centers". The stable network and the concept of central
services plays the essential role in this scenario.
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Unfortunately the network performance for the international communications is persistently unac-
ceptable. We belive that attempts to join the European Quantum project is the only way to achieve
the reasonable international network performance. In these plan polish scientific community will gain
34 Mbps international link. The growing costs of the "real meetings" give us no alternative to "virtual
meetings" via the network in the international collaboration.

Our LANs realized in the standard coax cable technology have reached their capacity. The total
length of coax cable lines exceeds well 5 km. Thunderstorms in the summer 1997 resulted in major
damages of the backbone network of the main site. In spring 98 we have constructed a new bacbones for
both IFJ sites. We have used fast CISCO switches in both locations. More than 800 m of lightguides
were laid. The base for the new cabling technology was created. It is also impossible to change all the
network technology within a year because of the cost reasons. The general concept of these hardware
change is inspired by the spider web. We tried to achieve an evolutional change from old to new
hardware by building the new infrastructure upon the existing one thus minimizing costs and users
discomfort. With the change to fibers and structural cabling we are ready for the further technological
step i.e. the change to 100 Mbps technology.

VAX/VMS operating system is being slowly out phased in major physics laboratories. Shifting
central services from VMS to UNIX and/or making VMS services available to non-VMS users was
one of the central issues of the past year. The VAX/VMS systems have been definitely out phased
during 1998. The era of VAX computers is finisched.

The growing complication of the financial laws requires the change in the administration of the
Institute. It is no longer possible to have separate personnel, financial etc. systems. With the health
system reform it is no longer possible to operate on split systems and add the results "per saldo".
Instead every person has it own account and that fact plays essential role in the whole administration
system. That requires from the Network Group serious preparation in terms of support, backup and
network security.

Being given the limited manpower of our Group we have been trying to deliver the best possible
support to our users. Growing discrepancy between science and the "free market" makes it very hard
to keep the reasonable service niveau due to staff instability.
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